MICROS Point-of-Sale and SAY Digital Video Recording: The Integrated Video Solution

Features & Benefits

- Simple Integration between the 3700/9700 and DVR System
- Direct Database Connection between Seller’s Point and 3700/9700
- Remote Connectivity: Access Live & Recorded Video via Internet
- Realtime Text Overlay
- Seamlessly Integrated over IP Network
- Low Maintenance: Auto-Update Software
- High Integrity through User Management
- Powerful Exception Reports Tied to Video
- Sold through Authorized MICROS Dealers

Don’t Let Point of Sale Be a Point of Contention

SAY Security Group USA LLC, an emerging leader in the digital video security industry, is a certified business partner of MICROS Systems, Inc. SAY is known and respected worldwide as a provider of digital video solutions, distributing outstanding DVR’s and digital cameras around the globe. Now, in partnership with MICROS, SAY is proud to announce that it has branched into POS security and offers MICROS-equipped businesses unparalleled loss prevention, transaction data management, and POS security. In effect, SAY’s partnership with MICROS provides MICROS resellers with the opportunity to give their customers desperately needed POS security solutions with simple and inexpensive integration, growing resellers’ product offerings while giving customers the most powerful POS security integration on the market.
SAY and MICROS’ integrated video solution relies upon the combined strength of SAY’s Seller’s Point POS solution and MICROS’ POS systems and databases. By pairing the organization and efficiency provided by MICROS with the security and reliability that come with all SAY products, the SAY/MICROS integration offers quick ROI and extended savings through loss prevention in the following applications:

- Quick Service Restaurants
- Full Service Restaurants
- Casual Dining Establishments
- Bars
- Convenience Stores
- Gas Stations
- General Retail
- Specialty Retail
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**Camera 1**
SAY DVR running Seller’s Point
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**SAY DVR running Seller’s Point**
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**Realtime Text Overlay**
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**Remote Connectivity**
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**Cash Register 1**
running MICROS RES
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**Cash Register 2**
running MICROS RES
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**Network Switch**
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**Internet / Network**
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**MICROS Database**
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**North & South America**
Phone: 800-464-0831  
Fax: 800-464-0832  
Email: sales@saysecurity.com  
Web: www.saysecurity.com
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**Hong Kong**
Phone: +61-2-8850-1588  
Fax: +61-2-8850-6020  
Email: sales@saysecurity.net  
Web: www.saysecurity.net
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**AUS**
Phone: +61-2-8850-1588  
Fax: +61-2-8850-6020  
Email: sales@saysecurity.net  
Web: www.saysecurity.net